Closing  Speech for Defence.
Sir H. Curtis Bennett
come to the conclusion as to whether or not he murdered his wife
that that evidence is put before you. You are not trying it, you
have not to give a verdict upon it; you have had to listen to a
great deal of it, but you are not trying it; you have not to
say if he did it or did not. You have to take it into your con-
sideration and to say to yourselves, " If we are satisfied that he
did this, then we have not to say that he murdered his wife; if.
we came to the conclusion he attempted to murder Mr. Martin, then,
of course, we shall have to very seriously consider whether he did
not murder his wife." That is why it is put before you, and it
will be put much better for you by my lord what the law is; but
I venture to say in my lord's presence, that is putting it quite
shortly in very ordinary language, the way in which you have to
consider Mr. Martin's evidence. You have to be satisfied that Mr.
Martin was suffering from arsenical poisoning. There is nothing
to show that he was suffering from arsenical poisoning, except
the analysis of l/33rd of a grain in his urine, because all the
doctors for the prosecution or the defence say, we are agreed upon
that, that the symptoms from which he suffered were not like what
they saw in Mrs. Armstrong's case, they were consistent with
gastric enteritis, gastric influenza, or whatever you like to call it,
they were consistent with a natural complaint. I dare say some of
us have suffered from much the same symptoms in the course of
our lives; I hope none of you have. At any rate it is consistent
with natural illness, and it is only I/33rd of a grain of arsenic
in the urine which shows that he was suffering from arsenical
poisoning. So you have to be satisfied that he was suffering
from arsenical poisoning. Then you have to be satisfied upon the
evidence that such arsenic had been administered to him by Major
Armstrong, otherwise the whole of that evidence is of absolutely
no value at all. In my submission that analysis which was made
of that urine was not satisfactorily made, when you are dealing
with questions involving such issues as this case does. There are
ways in which that arsenic could have come into that urine, many
ways in which it could have come into that urine, except through
the agency of Major Armstrong. Gentlemen, if you come to the
conclusion that there is no proof here that Major Armstrong ad-
ministered that arsenic, then you ought to leave the whole of the
Martin case, and my lord, I am sure, will tell you the same thing;
unless you are satisfied that the arsenic was administered by Major
Armstrong to Mr. Martin, and that it could not have come into
that urine in any other way except through Major Armstrong, then
you ought to leave the Martin incident out of consideration and
deal with what you are trying, the question of the poisoning or
otherwise of Mrs. Armstrong.
Major Armstrong did what he was not obliged to do. He did
what a few years ago he could not have done, he went into the
witness-box. It was quite open to him to have said as many a man
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